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Abstract—Modern smart grids, by and large, merge physical in-
terconnections and cyber controllers. Invariably, this tight cou-
pling results in cyber commands manifesting in the physical layer
as observable changes, leading to possible disclosure of sensitive
system settings. Thus, cyber event confidentiality of the smart grid
is violated. Attacks on confidentiality can ultimately lead to in-
tegrity and availability attacks; with adequate knowledge of the
system topology, internal settings, and how the physical layer re-
sponds to cyber commands, amalicious adversary gains knowledge
to attack the system. This work shows how to develop self-obfus-
cating systems based on information flow security properties that
can mitigate event confidentiality violations in smart grids.

Index Terms—Cyber-physical systems, distributed control, dis-
tributed detection, logic, power system protection, power system
security, security.

I. INTRODUCTION

P OWER SYSTEM components in emerging smart grids
are controlled by distributed cyber commands raising

a concern over protecting the confidentiality of commands.
This paper formalizes this loss of confidentiality and proposes
an information flow security based mitigation scheme for
preserving confidentiality of cyber commands. The inherent
external observability and the tight coupling between the cyber
and physical components in smart grid environments make
sensitive system settings and events prone to unauthorized
disclosure. When a cyber command is executed, its physical
consequences manifest as externally observable changes.
Through systematic recording of system-wide observations and
using the knowledge of the physical topology, it is possible
to reverse engineer the originating cyber command. In other
words, cyber commands are exposed purely through external
physical observations. This, in terms of security, is a violation
of the system’s cyber confidentiality.
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The problem is motivated by the fact that the form of con-
fidentiality violation described here raises concerns over pri-
vacy [1] and confidentiality of command settings [2]. The at-
tack model is similar in concept to the way in which the phys-
ical location of a person is tied to his/her credit card and mobile
phone usage, or the energy usage signature revealing activities
within a house [1]. Consider the following systemmodel: power
distribution networks may develop cascading failures if a line
outage due to a contingency forces other lines to exceed their
capacity in response to the fault. As a remedy, power electronic
controllers are used to control the power flow on overloaded
lines. However, since the physical components are bound by
constraints (e.g., power line capacities) under which cyber al-
gorithms operate (e.g., avoid line overloads), these command
responses produce unique observation patterns on the physical
system [3]. Thus, a group of coordinated physical system ob-
servers1 can exploit these pattern-like behaviors, not only to de-
duce the origin of the cyber action, but also the actual setting
itself.
The knowledge a potential adversary gains in this manner

is useful in exploiting smart grid interfaces with a high risk
for confidentiality violations such as load management/de-
mand-response management systems [4], and can easily lead
to attacks on resource availability and reliable operation; the
aforementioned electronic controllers are identified as critical
to the derivation of interconnection reliability operating limits
and their associated contingencies in NERC CIP-004 standard.
The main contribution of this work is the introduction of an

information flow security-based confidentiality security model
that can prevent cyber command disclosure through inherent
physical observations. Also presented are the corresponding
event confidentiality violation mitigation scheme, a cyber algo-
rithm based on this confidentiality model, its implementation
details, and applicability based on system topology. Section II
lists background and related work. Section III presents the
proposed confidentiality model followed by proposed miti-
gation scheme in Section IV. Section V presents the cyber
algorithm with Sections VI and VII showing the applicability
to structured and unstructured topologies. Finally, Section VIII
lists the conclusions.

II. SECURITY MODELS FOR SMART GRIDS

Strict confidentiality and its maintenance at the cyber level
are well studied topics in the field of security. Access control

1referred to as external observers hereafter
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based multi-level security models [5] are one good example.
While capable of imposing spatial restrictions on information
and resources, access control fails in preventing unintended in-
formation flows in tightly connected cyber-physical systems,
such as smart grids. Furthermore, they violate write down prop-
erties [5] through covert information channels. Thus, a general
paradigm shift in looking at cyber-physical system security as
an integrative functional composition [6] is on the rise.
The prominent approach to enforcing security through strict

safety property [7], which immediately terminates the execu-
tion of the target application upon detecting a violation, also
falls short in meeting smart grid security needs. Termination
will prevent a cyber process from making further progress, but
can’t prevent the physical consequences of the action from be-
coming evident. A command executing at the cyber controller
can be made secure and confidential among other cyber peers.
However, its physical consequence is visible to physical system
observers and has the propensity to violate system level confi-
dentiality. Moreover, safety properties preclude monitoring for
and enforcing information flow violations.

A. Related Work

Security models that capture information flow violations are
collectively termed information flow security properties (IFPs)
where information flowing from the high-level domain
to the low-level domain is a violation. IFPs provide a se-
mantically integral and expressive model to analyze integrative
system security requirements. Consider commands executed at
the cyber level as and the external physical observations
as . Here, the ability to deduce information about the
commands (origin, setting, value, etc.) based on observa-
tions violates the confidentiality of the commands. Thus,
an IFP based security model can capture information flows that
are inexorably intertwined between and among cyber and phys-
ical components in a smart grid.
Relaxing the safety property requirement empowers enforce-

ment mechanisms to take appropriate remedial actions at the
point of violation [8]: i) Inject corrective actions or ii) backup
the application to a previously verified safe state. Since the phys-
ical consequences of a cyber action are irreversible, the only
feasible option is to inject corrective actions. However, care
must be taken to ensure that the functional integrity of the target
system is maintained, even after modifying the execution. One
way of doing this is to employ an emulator to emulate the be-
havior of the system by running a subsequence [9]. The outcome
of the emulation can determine whether a particular modifica-
tion itself is safe. In essence, this approach extends the safety
property based security automata in [7] by providing an enforce-
able mechanism for IFPs.

III. MITIGATING EVENT CONFIDENTIALITY VIOLATIONS

For the rest of this discussion, consider the act of enforcing a
cyber setting as a event and physically observable flow

changes as events (or projection). The key to mitigating ex-
ternal observation based confidentiality violations is to prevent
or limit information flows from the (cyber layer) to the
(physical layer). From a pure IFP perspective, the violation oc-
curs as a result of violating the Nondeducibility property [10],

[11]; a particular cyber command becomes deducible if it results
in a unique observation. Thus, by definition, Nondeducibility se-
curity can be preserved by eliminating uniqueness in obser-
vations. In other words, Nondeducibility security is preserved
if every projection has more than one trace associated
with it [11].
In a brute force attack on confidentiality, a potential system at-

tacker can develop an attack vector over time utilizing the topo-
logical knowledge of the system and modern computational ca-
pabilities. However, ascertaining whether a particular event
produces a unique projection or determining which
events produce unique projections is not a simple and straight-
forward process. A system of controllable elements each with
discrete events will produce number of dis-

tinct projections. On this projection pool, a total of
comparisons are necessary to identify unique ones.

Thus, from a system security point of view, the process of iden-
tifying unique projections, especially at runtime, is compu-
tationally expensive.
Instead, ensuring that every action has multiple equiva-

lent alternatives that result in the same projection will, by
default, establish event confidentiality as any projec-
tion is guaranteed to have multiple possibilities. Once this
is met, it doesn’t matter whether the original action or one of the
alternative actions is executed as long as the functional require-
ments of the system are met. This way, the changes are made
only of there are multiple equivalent actions. For example, a
control response to a power line overload selected out of a pool
of solutions will not only ensure confidentiality, but also the in-
tended functional integrity of the action.

IV. REPLACEMENT SOLUTIONS

In order to systematically calculate projection equivalent
alternative actions, this work categorizes systems into two
broad topologies—structured and unstructured. Structured
topologies consist of series and parallel connections while
unstructured topologies have additional loop connections. The
rationale behind such an approach is to discover the relationship
between alternative solutions and the topology of a system.
This allows system operators to switch between solutions, if
necessary, without having to manually verify their projec-
tion equivalence.
This work achieves the above objective through a method

termed “Replacement Solutions” that provide Nondeducibility
security to events by design, and provides the system oper-
ator with a pool of event solutions to select at random on
successive implementations. Replacement solutions are based
on two primary schemes termed Upstream Replacement
andDownstream Replacement respectively based on the di-
rection of the move relative to the direction of flow. Fig. 1 shows
these two basic schemes. In , the originally intended
event is moved to the immediate parent and sibling couple, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). Similarly, the original intended event is
moved to the immediate children In , as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Definition. [Upstream Replacement ]: The act of re-

placing a change with its immediate parent and, if they
exist, all its siblings is termed Upstream Replacement .
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Fig. 1. Single high-level domain action replacement schemes.

Definition. [Downstream Replacement ]: The act of
replacing a change with its immediate children is termed
Downstream Replacement .
The rationale behind replacement solutions is explained as

follows. For the purpose of analysis consider the model used
here as a flow network abstraction of a smart grid—power lines
as edges and busbars as vertices . Each power line
is equipped with an intelligent cyber controller capable of en-
forcing either a positive (increase flow) or a negative (decrease
flow) flow constraint, considered in this model as events.
The same flow constraint, however, can be achieved by en-

forcing flow values on other edges in such a way that the in-
tended amount of flow goes through the initially selected set of
edges. Consider the intelligent cyber controllers , and
in Fig. 1 have line flows , , and respectively. At equilib-
rium, the relationship between the line flows is .
For , [Fig. 1(a)] enforcing is equivalent to and
enforcing flow values and . Similarly argument applies to
the scheme in Fig. 1(b). Thus, any flow value of the original
line can be easily replicated using its replacement counterparts.
In theory, this would yield the same observation as the orig-
inal change.
Theorem 1. [Nondeducibility of Replacement Solutions]:

Any replacement solution of a change is Nondeducibility
secure.

Proof: The proof of this theorem follows a flow invariant
argument. Consider two sets of real value variables ,

: , and their relationship as shown in (1).
For the purpose of this analysis, consider the sets and as
incoming and outgoing flows and their relationship preserves
the flow conservation property, i.e., at a
particular vertex with no storage.

(1)

Assume a : change in one of the right hand side
variables. Thus, (action). Due to flow conserva-
tion, this change will excite all other variables in the equation
to new values and (consequence). Now consider the
converse of this assignment where and force in
. If is considered the original change,

the converse is the . The flow values are
equivalent in both cases and thus, will produce the same pro-
jection. Any subsequent recursive application of will also

produce the same projection. Thus, solutions are Nond-
educibility secure.
Assume : for all incoming flows (R.H.S.

variables) where . Such a change will conse-
quently result in : . If this transition
is considered the original change, its converse be-
comes the . Both cases maintain the same flow values and
the same projections. Following a similar recursive analysis
of above, will also produce the same projection, re-
sulting in becoming nondeducible.
Additionally, a of a and its converse are also nond-

educible since any combination of replacements will preserve
the flow conversation property, flow values, and projec-
tions. Thus, any replacement solution of a action is nonde-
ducible.
The inset 4(b) is a of the cyber setting on in inset

4(a). Similarly, inset 4(c) is a of the same cyber setting. Note
that in all three cases, the set of observations of the network
stay the same. Just by looking at the set of observations,
an adversary is not able to deduce which event took place.
Thus, from a Nondeducibility perspective, the two replacement
solutions preserve the event confidentiality of the original
event. The two replacement schemes can be applied recursively
to produce additional replacement solutions.

A. Calculating Replacement Solutions

The total number of replacement solutions for a given struc-
tured network depends on the initial event placement and
how it partitions the network. The subnetwork rooted under the
initial placement is termed the –tree. The rest of the
network which is eligible for is termed the —tree. A
level is defined as a measure of distance from a certain root. Re-
placement solutions from these two subnetworks are mutually
exclusive, meaning, no replacement solution has alternative
event placements in both subnetworks. For a given initial
event placement, the basic formula to calculate the total number
of all possible replacement solutions takes the following form:

(2)

Calculating is relatively straightforward.
For s, the total number of replacement solutions is the
sum of the original placement solution and the total number
of permutations in each subnetwork rooted under the original
placement multiplied by each other. For example, consider
the basic single-level –tree in Fig. 2. Here, the network
rooted under has a single subnetwork with a
single permutation . The total number of
replacement solutions equal . Added to this is the
original placement on line , which brings up the total
number of nondeducible solutions to 2.
This process can be recursively applied to subnetworks with

more levels. For example, the two subnetworks under in
Fig. 3, form two single-level -trees similar to Fig. 2. The
immediate result of this is that the total number of replacement
solutions in the subnetwork rooted under is .
Thus, the total number of replacement solutions for a two-level

—tree is .
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Fig. 2. Basic single-level —tree.

Fig. 3. Basic two-level —tree.

The above method for solution calculation can be
used to calculate the solution count as follows. Consider
each subtree rooted under each direct ancestor of the original
placement, i.e., parent, grandparent, great-grandparent, etc.,
as a —subtree under the —tree. The subtree rooted
under the parent node is considered the first —subtree of
the —tree. The subtree rooted under the grandparent is the
second —subtree of the —tree. With this numbering
scheme in place, the total number of replacement solutions
at the —subtree of the —tree and beyond can be
expressed as follows:

(3)

Here, denotes the number of replacement solutions in the
—subtree of the —tree. The general form of equa-

tion to calculate the number of replacement solutions in the
—tree can be expressed as follows:

(4)

V. REPLACEMENT SOLUTIONS ALGORITHM

The above concept can be extended to develop a cyber algo-
rithm to calculate alternative event placements for a given
initial placement. This is listed in Algorithm 1. The outcome
of this algorithm can be integrated with the overall control al-
gorithm of the system to provide Nondeducibility secure
events.
Starting with the initial placement, which is the first candi-

date solution, two replacement solutions, and are cal-
culated, if they lie within the max and min depths. Functions
ReplaceUpstream() and ReplaceDownstream() are used for this

purpose respectively; These two functions behave the same way
in terms of recursion, but traverse opposite directions from the
initial placement. Specifying a max and min placement depths
makes the solution search space smaller.

Algorithm 1: Replacement Solution Finder Algorithm:

input: A directed weighted flow network where
is a set of vertices and is a set of edges, a solution list

container , a list of candidate edges , a list of placement
avoidance edges , minimum placement depth ,
maximum placement depth

output: A solution set of device placements

begin

for each do

if then

if & then

end

end

if then

if & then

end

end

end

return

end

After the recursive step returns, all the remaining edges in the
candidate list of the previous call continue to follow the same
procedure. The solution set that returns once the all the candi-
dates in the first set have been considered consists of all possible
solutions under the constraints of themaximum-minimum depth
and placement avoidance set.
Theorem 2: The cost of calculating all replacement solutions

for a given initial placement in a directed weighted flow network
where is a set of vertices and is a set of edges

is .
Proof: Calculating all possible replacement solutions for

a given initial placement is naturally a recursive process. Thus,
the general concept behind of the proof of this theorem is to
perform a recurrence over the levels of the structure detailed in
[11].
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Function

input: A directed weighted flow network , a target
device to replace , a list of candidate edges , a list of
placement avoidance edges

output: An solution candidate

begin

for each do

if then

end

end

for each do

if then

end

end

if then

else

else

return

end

Function

input: A directed weighted flow network , a target
device to replace , a list of candidate edges , a list of
placement avoidance edges

output A solution candidate

begin

for each do

if do

end

end

if then

else

end

return

end

Corollary 1: Algorithm 1 produces Nondeducibility secure
solutions.

Algorithm 1 is capable of generating replacement solutions
for a given original event. From Theorem 1, replacement
solutions are Nondeducibility secure. As a consequence, Algo-
rithm 1 Nondeducibility secure solutions.

VI. APPLICABILITY TO STRUCTURED TOPOLOGIES

Consider the physical network of an experimental 32-bus
power distribution smart grid2 depicted in Fig. 4. Here,
acts as the swing bus of the system. Lines colored in green (with
an arrow pointing to it) represent intelligent cyber controllers
[12] enforcing cyber events, where the corresponding
observations are represented in blue (labeled “U”) and orange
(labeled “D”) colored lines to denote increase and decrease
in flow respectively. The primary assumption is that, all the
power lines are under the control of power electronic cyber
controllers. For example, the green colored line in inset
4(a) represents a particular event that results in observable
flow changes throughout the network as shown.3 The dotted
line represents a line contingency, which prompted the
cyber control algorithm to cause the above mentioned
event. The corresponding and are shown in insets 4(b)
and 4(c) respectively, both resulting in the same projection
as 4(a).
The initial event placement for this structured topology

is on . The subnetwork rooted at is a two-level
—tree equivalent to Fig. 3. Thus, .

The first —subtree of the —tree consists of the series
parent line . The second —subtree of the —tree is
rooted at , and hosts a single three-level —tree.
hosts two two-level —trees each having 5 replacement
solutions. Thus, the total number of replacement solutions in
the subnetwork under equals . Since and

are in series, other possible replacement is on line ,
which makes the total number of replacement solutions for the
subnetwork under equal to 26. Thus:

Thus, for the 32-bus experimental smart grid network in
Fig. 4 with the initial event placement on , the total
number of all possible replacement solutions equals:

The same formulae can be used to calculate the total number
of replacement solutions for a given placement at any level in
any given structured network. The number of subnetworks in a
branch and the number of replacement solutions in each branch
will affect the total number of solutions. Care must be taken
to consider all possible permutations and combinations when
dealing with trees that are not balanced or complete. For ex-
ample, the total number of replacement solutions for an initial
placement in each of the 3 levels in the 32-bus experimental
smart grid network is listed under Table I.

2Not a standard IEEE bus system
3The flow change comparison is done w.r.t. the initial state of the system

before the event on
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Fig. 4. The physical network of an experimental 32-bus smart grid with three events with the same events.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF INITIAL PLACEMENT SOLUTIONS FOR THE 32-BUS

EXPERIMENTAL SMART GRID

VII. APPLICABILITY TO UNSTRUCTURED TOPOLOGIES

The Replacement Solutions scheme was applied on several
well studied cascading failure scenarios in the standard IEEE
118-bus test system4 shown in Fig. 5. A thorough analysis on
controlling cascading failures using Flexible AC Transmission
System (FACTS) devices (a type of intelligent power electronic
controllers) can be found in [12], [13], of which, results from
test case is listed in this work to show the applicability of
Replacement Solutions in unstructured topologies.

A. Line Outage on

Fig. 6 shows the sequence of state transitions the system goes
through following a line outage on . Fig. 6(a) is the outage
state with in red indicating a line overload. A greedy
FACTS placement [12] on the most overloaded line mitigates
this overload and prevents the possibility of a cascading failure.
This in fact is the event which results in a set of obser-
vations as illustrated in Fig. 6(b). The comparison is done w.r.t.
the outage state.

4Power Systems Test Case Archive http://www.ee.washington.edu/research/
pstca/

The observation on flips for the sibling and
replicates for thus, follows the observation inheritance
rules defined in [3]. The main source of power in this case is
flowing from the generator at , which does not change
between the outage state and the event state. As a result,
flow in decreases while flow in increases. This
excess power flow to the load on through the path

to meet
its demand. Note that the irregular connectivity of the system
prevents observations of the event from propagating
through the whole network in the same manner as structured
networks.
Fig. 6(c) shows the first of the event on . In

comparison to the event state in Fig. 6(b), there are no
observable changes in this state. What this means is that the
and event are Nondeducibility secure since both the original
placement and its produce the same projection.
Not all Replacement Solutions possible. For example,

Fig. 6(d) is the for of the same event. As seen here, the
was not as successful in obfuscating the initial event.

Placing a FACTS device on is infeasible because it would
restrict the load at from meeting its demand. This leaves

as the lone eligible power line, which unfortunately
cause the initial overload to reappear. Not only that, there are a
significant number of observation differences between the
initial event and the .

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents the specifics of the replacement solutions
driven Nondeducibility algorithm for smart grids including
its applicability. Smart grid infrastructures with significant
cyber-physical integrations are prone to external observation
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Fig. 5. The IEEE 118-bus test system.

Fig. 6. Line outage states. (a) Outage state; (b) event state; (c) ; (d) .

based confidentiality violations. This work proposed an in-
formation flow security properties (IFP) based confidentiality

model that can mitigate such violations. While this work lays
out the necessary ground work to analyze complex cyber-phys-
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ical system (CPS) dynamics in a semantically integral way,
more work needs to be done to build a theory of composition
under theoretical (irregularity in connectivity), operational
(resource availability), and framework (computational over-
head) constraints. In that respect, the significance of the work
presented here is the extension of previously developed theories
into implementations that can be readily used in smart grids
and, more generally, in cyber-physical systems.
Having a higher number of replacement solutions is a posi-

tive indication of Nondeducibility since this ensures a greater
degree of event confidentiality. The number of controllers,
however, involved in replacement solutions increase with its
distance from the initial placement; For practical purposes, it’s
infeasible to place a controller on each line. Thus, most of these
are theoretical solutions. A more feasible option would be to
bound the solution space to a certain number of hops from the
original location and only consider solutions that comprise of
an agreeable number of controllers.
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